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The recent exhibition at the  National  Portrait  Gallery must inevitably focus
attention on the remarkable  fact  that although there are so  many “  original ”
portrait  paintings, (the Catalogue lists 17) it is almost  certain  that none of these is
taken  from life. According to the Exhibition catalogue the only possible
exception is: the Royal Collection example, which has been  altered.  It  will  be
interesting to see whether a  reliable  tree-ring dating pan be made of the panel as
has been done  elsewhere. _ .

The remaining contemporary representations are  miniatures—definite
figures of the King appearing on the Rous Rolls, the Beauchamp Pageant and
the Salisbury Roll, and a possible inclusion on the presentation page of the
“ premier Volume des Anchiennes et Nouvelles Chroniques d’Angleterre ”
(c. 1470-75). .

The latter picture  depicts  the author, Jean  de Waurin, presenting his
vplume to  Edwg‘u'd IV in theupresence of four other figures. Professor G. W. 0.
Woodward in his Pitking booklet  “  King Richard III "’ mentions that the  second
figure from the  left  (with Garter) “  has been identified as Richard, Duke of
Gloucester.” The Miniature is also'reproduc‘ed in A. Cheetham’s‘“ Life and
Times of Richard III ”  with, in common  with other  illustrations, an incorrect
caption.  "  The NPG Exhibition Catalogue (1973) also shows it and  speculates
further  that  the scene is intended to illustrate Edward’s  Court  in  Exile  in 1471
as guest of Seigneur Louis de Gruuthuse who is suggested as the identity of the
figure far left  talking to  “  Richar .” The three members of the Order of the
Garter present in Bruges were Richard of  Gloucester,  Anthony Woodville
and William, Lord Hastings. ,

If the location and period age in  fact  correct, then Richard was then
eighteen and we know from various sources he was a  slight  figure according
well with the long-robed youth  with  feathered cap and Garter on the far  right.
The figure partly hidden behind him could be Anthony Woodville  and the facial
characteristics do not conflict with his only known  representation on the
presentation page of his book “ Dictes and Sayings of the Philosophers ” also
presented to Edward IV.

In my opinion, the short-coated figure second left previously labelled as
“  Richard ” appears to be too heavy-featured and mature and in the absence of
other evidence is most likely to be  William, Lord  Hastings of whom there is no
other contemporary likness. -

The significance of such speculations  depends  very largely on how much
effort was made to produce a likeness in such miniatures. The drawings of
Richard and Anne on the  Salisbury Roll, whilst  colourful are quite crude, and
whilst  the figures on the Rous  Rolland  the Beauchamp Pageant are the delicate
work of an accomplished draughtsman, they give the impression of being
symbolic rather than representational, perhaps due to the profusion of armour
and heraldic devices. The de Waurin miniature seems more  convincing and
therefore more fascinating in that the figures are not identified.
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